Filed: Babe Stovall, April 29, 1974.

p. 17:
Jewell [Cf. Babe Jewell Stovall, Sept. 24, 1974, obituary.]

The first thing BS learned was "When the Saints...."

p. 19: [Cf. David Evans, "Babe Stovall," p. 53, on Mrs. Stovall's being from Tylertown. Is this a different Mrs. Stovall?]

p. 21:
[On moving here] BS says his brother Tom and he played at Preservation Hall on St. Peter Street.

[Then to playing indoors.]

[Cf. BS's folder on police.]

Played blues at the Dream Castle.

His guitar was steel.

BS says that the bassist second him on the bass fiddle [i.e., played a second part]. [This is the irrelevant answer.]

[Cf. Karl Gert zur Heide, Deep South Piano on blues pianists.]

p. 22:
Ends on capo.

There were sometimes parties at Christmas in Tylertown and Picayune. No music. There was rarely music at New Year's Eve. Babe Stovall played sometimes.

BS moved to New Orleans because it was the only place he could play music with anyone "to back him up." He made little money in the country.

[To Sylvie Youngblood.]

BS never knew anyone who picked with three fingers. He has never heard of "Vastapool" tuning.

Bottom of page: His brothers who played music all died.

BS never knew Mattie Campbell. MC is a name from lyrics which he sings.

[Cf. letters in Philippe Brunet or Production Occident folder in Archive file.]
Filed: Babe Stovall, April 29, 1974.

p. 17:
Jewell [Cf. Babe Jewell Stovall, Sept. 24, 1974, obituary.]
The first thing BS learned was "When the Saints...."

p. 19:
Cf. David Evans, "Babe Stovall," p. 53, on Mrs. Stovall's being from Tylertown. Is this a different Mrs. Stovall?

p. 21:
[On moving here] BS says his brother Tom and he played at Preservation Hall on St. Peter Street.

5:30
[Then to playing indoors.]

6:01
[Cf. BS's folder on police.]

6:09
Played blues at the Dream Castle.

6:17
His guitar was steel.

6:48
BS says that the bassist second him on the bass fiddle [i.e., played a second part]. [This is the irrelevant answer.]

[Cf. Karl Gert zur Heide, Deep South Piano on blues pianists.]

p. 22:
Ends on capo.

p. 22:
[After Mississippi Delta.]

There were sometimes parties at Christmas in Tylertown and Picayune. No music. There was rarely music at New Year's Eve. Babe Stovall played sometimes.

BS moved to New Orleans because it was the only place he could play music with anyone "to back him up." He made little money in the country.

[To Sylvie Youngblood.]

BS never knew anyone who picked with three fingers. He has never heard of "Vastapool" tuning.

Bottom of page: His brothers who played music all died.

p. 23:
BS never knew Mattie Campbell. MC is a name from lyrics which he sings.

[Cf. letters in Philippe Brunet or Production Occident folder in Archive file.]

[To BS's playing]
Babe Stovall's sister Sylvie "married a Youngblood."

BS lives on Walker Street in Picayune, [Mississippi]. BS and his brother stay on opposite sides of the street, facing each other. BS's brother is older than he is and plays an eight-string mandolin.
BS says something about an eight-string mandolin and "we'd show you ---." Another person says, "Should I send over and get him?" [That is, BS's brother?] BS says that he [i.e., his brother?] "know I'm down here." BS says he would like to have him [i.e., his brother?] here tomorrow night. LB suggests Sunday night instead and says he will pay his [i.e., the brother's?] way if BS brings him. BS's sister's boy has a car. BS would have to go over there and get him. [i.e., the brother?]. BS says his family lives in from of him [i.e., the brother?] in Picayune.